
Nokia Essential Wireless Headphones 
E1200



Hear it. Feel it
Nokia E1200 super-lightweight over-ear headphones are designed for a rich 
depth of sound for up to 40 hours* of audio from a single charge. 

Bluetooth 5.0Foldable Headband Up to 40 hrs* Comfortable EarpadsDynamic Bass

*Total listening time varies by volume and content.

Don't just hear music, feel it
The precisely engineered high-resolution audio allows you to 
hear every detail of the music using a 40mm dynamic driver. 
Powerful bass, full mid-range and pitch-perfect high notes - all 
calibrated to an exact sound pressure.

"Hey Google, take me home"
Get directions, enjoy a music playlist, or make a call with the 
Google Assistant. Whenever you need hands-free, activating 
Google or Siri voice help is at your command.

Sync & go
Bluetooth 5.0 technology provides seamless, instant connection 
to your devices and a consistently strong connection for perfect 
pairing.

Long on power 
Enjoy up to 40 hours* of wireless playtime or extend it with the 
3.5mm aux jack and cable. 



Specifications

Wearing style
Ear coupling 
Frequency response           
Transducer principle
Transducer size
Sound pressure level(SPL)
Impedance
Microphone principle
Power supply

Operating time
Charging time
Weight
Volume Control

: Wireless Headphones
: Circumaural
: 20 Hz to 20kHz
: Dynamic, closed
: 40mm
: 106dB(1kHz/ 1mW)
: 32Ω
: ECM x1
: Built-in Lithium rechargeable batteries,
  3.7V, 500mAh
: 40 hours (music playback via A2DP)*
: Approx. 3 hours
: Approx. 197g
: Yes

Version
Profiles
Effective Range
Transmission frequency
Supported Audio Format(s)

: Bluetooth specification version 5.0
: HFP, AVRCP, A2DP
: Line of sight approx. 30ft (10m)
: 2.402 MHz to 2.480 MHz
: SBC

Electrical

* Total listening time varies by volume and content.

Dimensions



RichGo Technology (ShenZhen) Co.Ltd is a licensee of the Nokia brand for earphones and mobile accessories.
Nokia is a registered trademark of Nokia Corporation.

https://www.nokia.com/shop/audio/nokia-essential-wireless-headphones-e1200


